
TWO-DAY LESSON PLAN:
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SOURCING 
By examining newspaper articles, 
students will think about the various 
perspectives in and the purposes of  
documents. Instead of asking whether 
Edelin, prosecutors, and/or defense 
attorneys were “biased,” this lesson plan 
challenges students to think about the 
portrayal of controversial issues in  
mainstream news sources.

CONTEXTUALIZATION
Through engagement with “Abortion 
on Trial” and relating that background 
information to the lesson’s primary 
sources, students will understand the 
circumstances of Edelin’s trial. Students, 
for example, should comprehend how 
courts became essential in the fight over 
abortion as well as how racial dynamics 
played a role in Edelin’s court case.

CORROBORATION
By comparing and contrasting the trial’s 
opening arguments, students will under-
stand how the fight over abortion rights 
was framed after Roe v. Wade (1973). 

CLOSE READING
Through the examination of word 
choice, students will focus on how 
particular language indicates an author’s 
perspective. By paying attention to the 
language describing Alice Roe’s fetus, for 
instance, students will understand com-
peting legal arguments over abortion. 
Suggestions for assessment (see page 6)

Over the course of two days, students will work on their historical and critical  
thinking skills. This lesson plan specifically focuses on building the following skills:

Abortion on Trial
In 1975, two years after Roe v. Wade, an all-white and mostly Catholic jury convicted 
Dr. Kenneth Edelin, an African American physician, of manslaughter for performing 
a legal second trimester abortion. His trial transformed the anti-abortion movement. 
In this two-day lesson, students listen to parts of “Abortion on Trial” and read and 
analyze a number of newspaper articles that covered Edelin’s court case. 

1. What competing attitudes over abortion rights emerged in the 1970s?

2. How did Boston City Hospital and the courts in Massachusetts  
restrict and/or expand abortion access in the years after the  

Roe v. Wade (1973) Supreme Court decision?

3. How did the activism of individuals like Dr. Kenneth Edelin and  
Thomas Connelly shape attitudes over issues of gender, sexuality, race, 

and religion in the 1970s?

Students will be able to answer the following questions by the end of the second day:

Summary

Learning Objectives
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can also help students comprehend how 
these arguments have stayed the same 
and/or changed over the past fifty years. 



DAY ONE: THE TRIAL BEGINS

The first day of the lesson provides the necessary context to understand why Edelin 
faced a trial for manslaughter even though Roe v. Wade (1973) guaranteed his patient’s 
right to an abortion. The first half of “Abortion on Trial” offers the necessary  
background information needed to engage with the lesson’s primary sources.

1.	Introduce students to the SEXING		
HISTORY	PODCAST	and inform the class 
that they’re going to be learning about 
the fight over abortion rights.  
 
Explain that this remains a controver-
sial topic and that students might have 
passionate reactions to whether abortion 
should be legal or not. The goal of the  
lesson, however, is to explore the  
historical reasons for the legalization of 
abortion in the 1960s and 1970s and to 
think historically about the Edelin trial 
that the class will learn about in  
the lesson. 

2.	Hand out the SEXING	HISTORY		
TRANSCRIPT and/or show the transcript 
on a Smart Board or projection screen. 
Have students follow along as they listen 
to “Abortion on Trial.” If projecting the 
transcript, scroll through the text so that 
students can follow along. 

3.	Start “Abortion on Trial” at 0:00	on 
SoundCloud or 3:35 on iTunes. Play until 
13:52 on SoundCloud or 17:26 on iTunes. 
Stop the podcast whenever necessary to 
answer pressing questions and/or to offer 
additional historical context.

4.	Spend 7-10 minutes discussing the 
background information in “Abortion 
on Trial.” Sample questions, which you 
might write down either on the white-
board/blackboard or provide via a hand-
out, include but are not limited to: 
 
•   How did Alice Roe’s personal circum-
stances influence her decision to seek an 
abortion?  
 
•   What role did Dr. Kenneth Edelin play 
in Alice Roe’s abortion? And why was 
Edelin’s hospital a center for abortion in 
the greater-Boston area? 
 
•   What did Roe v. Wade (1973)  
determine on the issue of abortion 
rights? Were there some limitations 
established by the U.S. Supreme Court? 
Or, did the ruling give women the right 
to terminate a pregnancy whenever  
they wanted? 
 
•   How did anti-abortion activists like 
Thomas Connelly, a white Catholic 
man from Boston, start building a case 
against Edelin and other abortion  
providers? What were the arguments  
he put forward?

Intro

Procedures

Sexing History “Abortion on Trial”  
0:00	–	13:52	ON	SOUNDCLOUD
3:35	–	17:26	ON	ITUNES�

Sexing History “Abortion on Trial”
Transcript

SOURCE	#1: “Defense excerpts,” Boston 
Globe, January 11, 1975 

SOURCE	#2: “Prosecution excerpts,”  
Boston Globe, January 11, 1975

Sources
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5.	Transition to the	PRIMARY	SOURCE	
ACTIVITY, which covers the opening  
statements in Edelin’s manslaughter case. 
Either have students work in pairs or 
split the class in two. Let the students 
know that they’ll be responsible for 
reading SOURCE	#1:	“Defense excerpts” 
or SOURCE	#2:	“Prosecution excerpts.” As 
they read, they should start to think of 
preliminary answers to: How did Boston 
City Hospital and the courts in Massa-
chusetts restrict and/or expand abortion 
access in the years after the Roe v. Wade 
(1973) Supreme Court decision? 
 
Encourage students to predict what they 
think was decided in Edelin’s court case. 

6.	Have students compare and contrast 
their documents. If working in pairs, 
students should point out to each other 
the different perspectives of the  
prosecutor and the defense attorney.  
You might also consider a modified  
jigsaw method, where each group can 
read SOURCE	#1	or SOURCE	#2. Then, after 

they’re done, create new groupings so 
that they can share what they read and 
work on the historical thinking skill of 
corroboration. No matter the teaching 
method chosen, students can discuss the 
following questions: 
 
•   What language did the prosecutor  
and the defense attorney use to discuss 
the status of the fetus? Why did this 
matter to their legal arguments? 
 
•   Whose voices (or experiences) are 
largely missing from these excerpts? 
Would the inclusion of these voices or 
experiences alter the court case in  
significant ways? 
 
7.	Conclude the lesson by checking 
for understanding (i.e., whole group 
discussion, listening to pairs talk about 
their respective documents and guiding 
the discussion when necessary). Tell 
students that they’ll learn how Edelin’s 
identity as an African American man 
emerged as a key issue in the court case. 

END OF DAY 1

DAY ONE: THE TRIAL BEGINS

Students can read SOURCE	#4:	Bob Sales, “Edelin Displays Little Emotion as Opening 
Statements Made,” Boston Globe, January 11, 1975.  
 
Students should think about perspective while they read the article. This could include 
focusing on the article’s title, which strongly hints that Edelin should’ve been more 
emotional as the trial started, as well as on the various ways the prosecutor tried to 
paint Edelin as cold-hearted and emotionless. What do these things tell us about the 
issue of abortion, not to mention the tactics used by prosecutors in court cases?

Extension Activity or Homework

Procedures cont.
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DAY TWO: RACE AND EDELIN’S LEGAL BATTLE

The second day of the lesson focuses on Edelin’s identity as an African American  
physician and the role this played in his court case. 

1.	Cue “Abortion on Trial” to 15:55 on 
SoundCloud or 19:30	on iTunes, have 
students take out the PODCAST		
TRANSCRIPT, and/or project the tran-
script on a Smart Board, whiteboard, 
etc. Remind students that they’ll be 
examining how Dr. Kenneth Edelin, an 
African American physician in Boston, 
was brought up on manslaughter charges 
for performing a legal second trimester 
abortion on Alice Roe.  

2.	Play “Abortion on Trial” to 29:22 on 
SoundCloud or	32:57 on iTunes. 

3.	Spend 7-10 minutes discussing the 
events covered in the SEXING	HISTORY	
PODCAST. Sample questions, which you 
could write on the board, include but  
are not limited to the following: 
 
•   What were some of the “grey areas” that 
Roe v. Wade seemed to create on the issue 
of abortion and the law? 
 
•   Who testified against Edelin? What did 
these individuals argue in order to make 
their point? 

•   How did the defense counter pro-life 
experts? 
 
•   What did the judge instruct the jury 
to consider when deciding the issues in 
Edelin’s case? 
 
•   Did Edelin win his initial court case? 
What evidence did the jury seem to find 
most convincing as they deliberated? 

4.	Transition to the PRIMARY	SOURCE	
	ACTIVITY.	Every student will read SOURCE	
#3:	“Edelin Would Continue Abortions,” 
The Burlington Free Press, February 18, 
1975. Students can read individually, 
in pairs, or in small groups, depending 
on students’ individual needs and/or 
teacher preference. One suggestion is to 
pair strong readers with students who 
may need some assistance.  

5.	Before reading the newspaper article, 
remind students to think about  
perspective, particularly on issues not 
covered in “Abortion on Trial.” One 
thing you may want to emphasize is that 
the U.S. Constitution’s Bill of Rights 

Intro

Procedures

Sexing History “Abortion on Trial” 
15:55	–	28:22	ON	SOUNDCLOUD
19:30	–	32:57	ON	ITUNES

Sexing History “Abortion on Trial” 
29:22	–	33:47	ON	SOUNDCLOUD
31:58	–	37:22	ON	ITUNES 

Sexing History “Abortion on Trial” 
Transcript

	SOURCE	#3:	Associated Press, “Edelin 
Would Continue Abortions,” The 
Burlington Free Press (Burlington, VT), 
February 18, 1975

Sources
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guarantees everyone the right to an  
impartial jury. (See the Sixth Amend-
ment.) With that in mind, you could  
post the following questions on the 
board, letting students know that they 
should read the newspaper article with 
these in mind: 
 
•   Did Edelin have an impartial jury  
determine his case? What evidence  
supports your assertion?  
 
[You may choose to introduce students to 
the text of the Sixth Amendment, which 
reads in part: “In all criminal prosecu-
tions, the accused shall enjoy the right to 
a speedy and public trial, by an impartial 
jury of the State and district wherein the 
crime shall have been committed…”] 
 
•   What role did race and racism play in 
the trial? 
 
•   Was Edelin an activist? Why or why 
not?

END OF DAY 2

Procedures cont.
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DAY TWO: RACE AND EDELIN’S LEGAL BATTLE

6.	Check for understanding while 
students read SOURCE	#3:	“Edelin Would 
Continue Abortions” and as they 
discuss the questions listed earlier. 

7.	Play “Abortion on Trial” from	28:22	–	
33:47 on SoundCloud or 31:58	–	37:22	on 
iTunes to provide historical information 
about what happened after Edelin’s trial. 

8.	Conclude class by telling students 
that abortion remains a hotly debated 
topic in the United States.  
 
If you have time, you might ask students 
if the podcast and the primary sources  
confirmed or changed their opinion on 
the issue of abortion. Before doing this, 
however, remind students to be  
respectful of classmates who have  
opposing views from their own.

Students can examine pro-life signs from a January 1976 political rally in Boston.  
 
The four sources included in this lesson plan highlight some of the tactics that pro-life 
activists began employing in the 1970s. You should encourage students to connect the  
messaging on these signs to themes in “Abortion on Trial.” This might include  
highlighting how these activists were trying to appeal to human emotion in order to 
make their political point.

Extension Activity or Homework
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There are several ways to modify this two-day lesson plan if you can only devote 45-  
or 60-minutes to Edelin’s court case. One option is to listen to “Abortion on Trial” 
from 0:00	–	11:49 on SoundCloud or 3:35	–	15:24 on iTunes, have students pair up to 
work through SOURCE	#1 and	SOURCE	#2, and close with “Abortion on Trial” from  
28:22	–	33:47 on SoundCloud or 31:58	–	37:25 on iTunes.

Suggested Modification for a One-Day Lesson

CREATIVE
Ask students to design pamphlets expressing the pro- or anti-abortion arguments as 
they existed in the early-to-mid 1970s. In their pamphlets, students should reference 
information from “Abortion on Trial” and the primary sources they engaged with.

WRITING-FOCUSED
For homework (or if you want to extend the lesson to a third day), have students write 
(at least) one paragraph answering the lesson plan’s three essential questions. Assist 
students as they incorporate primary sources into their responses.

RESEARCH-BASED
Ask students to conduct internet/newspaper research to learn about abortion access 
since Roe v. Wade. Prominent court cases include but are not limited to: Planned  
Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey (1992), Gonzales v. Carhart (2007), 
Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt (2016), and June Medical Services LLC v.  
Russo (2020). After conducting this research, students could write a letter to their 
elected representatives to advocate for expanding or restricting abortion rights. They 
should highlight important court cases and/or recently enacted laws in their letters.

Suggestions for Assessment

ADDITIONAL NOTES



SOURCE #1: “DEFENSE EXCERPTS,”  BOSTON GLOBE,  
JANUARY 11, 1975
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SOURCE #2: “PROSECUTION EXCERPTS,”  BOSTON GLOBE,  
JANUARY 11, 1975
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SOURCE #3: ASSOCIATED PRESS, “EDELIN WOULD CONTINUE  
ABORTIONS,”  THE BURLINGTON FREE PRESS (BURLINGTON, VT),  

FEBRUARY 18, 1975
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SOURCE #4: “EDELIN DISPLAYS LITTLE EMOTION AS OPENING  
STATEMENTS MADE,”  BOSTON GLOBE, JANUARY 11, 1975
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SOURCE #5: “ABORTION STOPS A HUMAN HEART”
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SOURCE #6: “ I AM ADOPTED, NOT ABORTED”
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SOURCE #7: “ABORTION KILLS BABIES”



SOURCE #8: “LIFE IS IN YOUR HANDS”
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